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Ocean Pollution
L.I. Identify main ideas of a text

● Discuss what is happening 

in this image. 

● Why has this image been 

taken? What is its purpose?

● Why do you think this has 

happened?

● What are the consequences 

of plastics in the oceans?

● Write down 3 things you 

would like to know more 

about this image.



Ocean Pollution
L.I. Identify main ideas of a text

● Discuss what is happening 

in these images. 

● Why have these pictures 

been taken? What is their 

purpose?

● Why do you think this has 

happened?

● What are the consequences 

non-reusable plastics?

● What could you do to help 

these people?



Ocean Pollution
L.I. Recognise the writer’s message

● Discuss the various images 

and text used in this 

campaign poster.

● What is the main message?

● Why did the author think this 

was important?

● Is this a powerful image? 

Why?

● Can you think of any way in 

which this message relates to 

you? 
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● Discuss the various images 

and text used in this 

campaign poster.

● What is the main message?

● Why did the author think this 

was important?
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which this message relates to 

you? 



Ocean Pollution
L.I. Invent stories in an imaginative way

● You task is to create a story 
about a plastic bottle.

● Think about:
○ Name of the bottle
○ Describe the bottle
○ Where has it come from?
○ Where has it been?
○ What has its life been 

like?
○ How it would change its 

life in any way? Could it 
have a different purpose?



Ocean Pollution
L.I. Invent stories in an imaginative way

● Your task is to create a story 

about an amazing takeaway 

box and about all the things 

it could be in its life, e.g. a 

box to feed birds from, a box 

to store diamonds, a box to 

nurse a dehydrated bee.

● Think of at least 10 good uses 

it can have and some secret 

powers it has!



Ocean Pollution
L.I. Ask questions to help me understand a text

Create 5 higher order 

thinking questions 

about this text that will 

help you to understand 

it better. Ask a friend 

the question to see if 

they can come up with 

an answer. Work 

together to create your 

own definition of what 

climate change means 

and see if you can 

explain it in your own 

words.

World temperatures are rising because of human activity, and 
climate change now threatens every aspect of human life.
Left unchecked, humans and nature will experience catastrophic 
warming, with worsening droughts, greater sea level rise and mass 
extinction of species.
We face a huge challenge, but there are potential solutions.
What is climate change?
Climate is the average weather in a place over many years. Climate 
change is a shift in those average conditions.
The rapid climate change we are now seeing is caused by humans 
using oil, gas and coal for their homes, factories and transport.
When these fossil fuels burn, they releases greenhouse gases - 
mostly carbon dioxide (CO2). These gases trap the Sun's heat and 
cause the planet's temperature to rise.
The world is now about 1.2C warmer than it was in the 19th Century 
- and the amount of CO2 in the atmosphere has risen by 50%.



Ocean Pollution
L.I. Ask questions to help me understand a text

Create 5 higher order 
thinking questions about 
this text that will help you 
to understand it better. 
Ask a friend the question 
to see if they can come up 
with an answer. Work 
together to create your own 
definitions of weather and 
climate and what the 
difference is between the 
two.

Watch this video to find out 
more: 

https://climatekids.nasa.gov/
weather-climate/



Ocean Pollution
L.I. Describe events in different ways

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8auMIfF50Ng
https://video.link/w/1p3Fc 

Watch the video about the changes in Arctic sea ice over the past several years. 

Describe what is happening in the video using specific dates and information. You 

can create a poster, video or written text to help the reader to understand your 

interpretation of the video. Think about the following questions: 

● What do you think is happening in the video? 

● How did this happen? 

● What are the consequences of this happening?

● Is there anything we can do to reverse this damage or slow it down?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8auMIfF50Ng
https://video.link/w/1p3Fc


Ocean Pollution
L.I. Describe events in different ways

Look at the images which show 
changes in the world due to climate 
change. Describe what is happening 
in the images using specific 
information. You can create a poster, 
video or written text to help the 
reader to understand your 
interpretation of the images. Think 
about the following questions: 

● What do you think is happening 
in the images? 

● How did this happen? 
● What are the consequences of 

this happening?
● Is there anything we can do to 

reverse this damage or slow it 
down?



Ocean Pollution
L.I. Make notes under different headings

● Read the text.

● Think about the 

most important 

information.

● Paraphrase - use 

your own words.

● Don’t use full 

sentences (just 

bullet points).

● Use images to help 

where necessary.

● Write your notes 

down under specific 

headings.

People have been whaling for thousands of years. Norwegians were among 
the first to hunt whales, as early as 4,000 years ago. The Japanese may 
have been doing so even earlier.

Traditions as varied as the Inuit (who hunted in the Arctic Ocean), 
Basque (who hunted in the Atlantic), and Japanese (who hunted in the 
Pacific) relied on whales to provide material goods, as well as part of 
their cultural identity.

Nearly every part of the whale was used. Meat, skin, blubber, and organs 
were eaten as an important source of protein, fats, vitamins, and 
minerals. Baleen was woven into baskets and used as fishing line. In 
warmer climates, baleen was also used as a roofing material. Bones were 
used primarily for toolmaking and carving ceremonial items such as masks.

During the Middle Ages and Renaissance, whaling gained popularity 
throughout Northern Europe. Whale oil and baleen (sometimes called 
whalebone, although it’s not bone at all) were valuable commodities. 
Whale oil comes from the blubber of right and bowhead whales, and the 
head cavity of sperm whales. It was used primarily for oil lamps. Corsets 
and hoop skirts were constructed from whalebone.



Ocean Pollution
L.I. Make notes under different headings

● Read the text.

● Think about the most 

important 

information.

● Paraphrase - use 

your own words.

● Don’t use full 

sentences (just 

bullet points).

● Use images to help 

where necessary.

● Write your notes 

down under specific 

headings.

● Whales are mammals, so they feed milk to their babies and breathe 
air. Since whales are not fish they do not have gills, so they cannot 
breathe underwater. They must come up to the surface of the water 
to get air. The air is breathed in and out through their “blowhole,” 
which is on their back.

● Whales live in large groups called “pods.” A baby whale is called a 
“calf.”

● Blue whales and killer whales can be found in every ocean around the 
world. Whales “migrate” further than any other animal. They eat 
during the summer month building up layers of blubber. When the 
water begins to cool, the whales begin their migration to warmer 
waters.

● They do not eat during their migration. All they do is swim and rest 
for short periods of time. Sometimes, when whales are migrating, they 
swim very close to the shore and can be seen “blowing” and jumping out 
of the water. This jumping is called “breaching”.

● When whales sleep, they stay at the top of the water, with their 
blowhole above the surface. Sometimes, a whale will swim up to the 
surface of the water and quickly blow air out of their blowhole, making 
a fountain of watery mist, called a “blow”.



Ocean Pollution
L.I. Persuade the reader

Look at the images related to climate change. Create a poster persuading 

people to change what they are doing to help slow down climate change.

● Eye catching

● Informative

● Catchy slogan

● Use 

exaggeration

● Strong 

arguments



Ocean Pollution
L.I. Persuade the reader

Your task is to use Chatterpix (or a similar app) to create a persuasive argument 
against single use plastics. You can take a picture of one in your classroom and create a 
short speech (maximum 1 min) to accompany your image. 

● Have at least 2 arguments against single use plastics - give clear reasons as to why 
they are not helpful for the environment

● Speak clearly into the microphone on iPad (be aware of sounds nearby)
● Use an appropriate image
● Save your video and share with friends/teacher



Ocean Pollution
L.I. Recognise difference between fact and opinion

Sort the following statements into fact and opinion and give a reason to justify your opinion.

Global warming isn’t 
real as it’s still cold in 

lots of places.

Arctic ice and glaciers 
around the world have 

shrunk markedly in recent 
decades.

The United States, historically, 
has been the biggest emitter of 

carbon dioxide and has the 
greatest responsibility for 

climate change.

Carbon dioxide is a 
greenhouse gas, which 
traps solar radiation in 

the atmosphere.

Climate change could make 
armed conflict, including 
wars over water, more 

likely.

As a result of increases in 
atmospheric carbon dioxide, 
global surface temperatures 
have increased by about one 

degree centigrade since 1880. 

Scientific experts can 
be wrong.

Earth’s climate has 
always changed at 
this rate of speed.

If humanity does not take 
dramatic steps to slow down 

fossil-fuel consumption, 
civilization may collapse.

http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/EN.ATM.CO2E.PC
http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/EN.ATM.CO2E.PC
https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/cross-check/greens-should-stop-claiming-more-warming-means-more-war/
https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/cross-check/greens-should-stop-claiming-more-warming-means-more-war/
https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/cross-check/everyone-even-jenny-mccarthy-has-the-right-to-challenge-8220-scientific-experts-8221/
https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/cross-check/everyone-even-jenny-mccarthy-has-the-right-to-challenge-8220-scientific-experts-8221/
https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/cross-check/temperature-tantrum-james-hansen-speaks-out-gets-busted-and-now-sues-to-stop-global-warming/


Ocean Pollution
L.I. Recognise difference between fact and opinion

Discuss why each of these statements are myths. 

Use evidence of what you already know to support your claims.

Climate change 
is a future 
problem.

Renewable 
energy is just a 
money making 

scheme.

Polar bears 
numbers are 
increasing.

Renewable 
energy can only 
work when it’s 
not cloudy or 

windy.

China is the only 
country 

responsible for 
climate change.

Animals will 
adapt to climate 

change.



Ocean Pollution
L.I. Combine words, images and other features

You are working as a 
town planner. Use 
Markup on these images 
(or similar ones) to 
make it “greener”, e.g. 
add trees, 
pedestrianised streets, 
recycling facilities. 
Make a note of what you 
are including or getting 
rid off (you could use 
labels and arrows). 



Ocean Pollution
L.I. Combine words, images and other features

Create a mind map of your ideas on how to create a more sustainable city. 

See the examples below for ideas about layout. Think about using images, 

arrows, different fonts, colour and words to make your mindmap interesting.



Ocean Pollution
L.I. Create own text with interesting setting

Create a text about how you 

can develop a sustainable town 

in this deserted place. Think 

about the types of transport, 

health care, food, animals, 

trees/plants, etc. you are 

going to have. How can you all 

live together in a sustainable 

way? Be creative with your 

idea. It can be a fantasy or 

adventure style story!



Ocean Pollution
L.I. Create own text with interesting setting

Create a text about how you 

can develop a sustainable town 

in this deserted place. Think 

about the types of transport, 

health care, food, animals, 

trees/plants, etc. you are 

going to have. How can you all 

live together in a sustainable 

way? Be creative with your 

idea. It can be a fantasy or 

adventure style story!


